On October 21, 2011 we publicly launched The Meliora Challenge, our most ambitious fundraising campaign ever. TOGETHER, WE MADE HISTORY. Thank you for helping us Learn, Discover, Heal, Create—and make the world ever better.
campaign.rochester.edu

GIFTS & GRATITUDE
Give and Thank
In the spirit of Meliora—and thanks to many of you—the University’s second annual Day of Giving surpassed the first by more than $100,000. In addition, on the University’s second annual Thank a Giver Day, held in April, more than 500 yellow tags were hung across the River and Eastman campuses, as well as the Wilmot Cancer Center. TAG Day recognizes the generous support of alumni, parents, faculty, staff, friends, and students.

1,100+ donors made gifts.
$840,000+ donated by the end of the day.

HUNDREDS of students participated in TAG Day activities.

For more about the day’s events, including photos, social media, and other information, visit www.rochester.edu/giving/dayofgiving.

APPRECIATION: Tags highlight the tangible impact of givers.

WE SAY THANKS: Luke Oluoch (left) ’19 and William Funkenbusch ’19 receive buttons from Carly Pavia ’18 (second from right) and Shanique Caddle ’18 during the second annual Thank a Giver day.

1999 Boxer

Joshua Boxer sends a photo and an update. From left to right, Jeffrey Lang, Paul Littman, Joshua, Raymond Blush III ‘00, and John Rayson ‘71 “had a mini-reunion South Florida-style. Derrick Raptis was in attendance, but unavailable for this reunion photo. Note that none of the ‘young’ guys had anything to do with the capturing of said dolphinfish, mahi-mahi.”

CLASS NOTES

2000 Blush

Raymond Blush III (see ’99).

2002 Hamway

Joseph Hamway and his wife, Jane, welcomed the arrival of a daughter, Olivia, in April. Olivia joins big sister Alexa and brother Lachlan.

2003 Mudrak and Mazzello

Erika Mudrak writes that she and John Mazzello welcomed a daughter, Mariana Erika, last September. “After adventures in Virginia, Wisconsin, and Iowa, we now live in Ithaca, where John works for the Human Services Coalition of Tompkins County, and I am a senior statistical consultant at Cornell University.”

2005 Shen

Katherine Shen ’06 (T5) writes that she married David Lee in Seattle last August. In attendance were Sam Caiot ’01M (PhD), Jennifer Newell ’09M (PhD), Katie Fry ’06, Brian Kim ’04, Cortney Jansen ’06, Christine Young ’06, Elena Ahn, Charles Cohn, Maneesh Patel ’04, Madeline Woo ’08, Dan Perlmutter ’06 (T5), Christy Zheng ’10, Anurag Gupta ’07, Colin Brown ’07, Jack Li ’07, Tony Mark ’08, Pam Wang ’07, Gary Kong ’10E, ‘12E (MM), Amy Yeh ’06E, Josephine Loo, Henry Jeng ’07, Carolyn Woo ’07, Jessica Chen ’06, Lyris Pat ’06E, ’06E (MA), Yi Zheng ’07, Margaret Chang ’07, Grace Liu ’03, Jennifer Chen ’04, Stephanie Wong ’09, Tae Kim ’07, Jeffrey Fu ’06, Caleb Yuen ’07, and Daniel Hu ’06.

2007 Zack and Karen

APPRECIATION: Tags highlight the tangible impact of givers.